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Abstract

Previous works have enabled locomotion of quadrupedal robots using
the ZMP-based motion optimization framework on flat terrain with
various gait patterns. Locomotion over rough terrain brings in new
challenges such as planning safe footholds for the robot, ensuring kine-
matic stability during locomotion and avoiding foot slippage over rough
terrain etc. In this work, terrain perception is integrated into the ZMP-
based motion optimization framework to enable robots to perform dy-
namic locomotion over rough terrain.

In a first step, we extend the foothold optimization framework to
use processed terrain information to avoid planning unsafe foothold
positions while traversing over rugged terrain. Further, to avoid kine-
matic violations during locomotion over rugged terrain, we present
additional constraints to the ZMP-based motion optimization frame-
work to solve for kinematically feasible motion plans in real-time. We
add nonlinear kinematic constraints to existing nonlinear ZMP motion
optimization framework and solve a Sequential Quadratic Program-
ming (SQP) problem to obtain feasible motion plans. Lastly, to avoid
foot contact slippage, we drop the approximated terrain normal and
use measured terrain normal at foot contact position to compute the
friction polygon constraints.

The proposed algorithms are tested in simulation and on hardware
with dynamic gaits to validate the effectiveness of this approach to
enable quadrupedal robots to traverse rugged terrain safely. The com-
putational time and performance of the proposed algorithms were an-
alyzed under various scenarios and presented as part of this thesis.
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Sammanfattning

Tidigare forskning har gjort det möjligt att fyrfotade robotar kan rö-
ra sig med hjälp av det ZMP-baserade rörelseoptimeringsramverket
på platt terräng med olika gångartsmönster. Nya utmaningar före-
kommer med förflyttning över grov terräng såsom planering av säk-
ra fotfäste för roboten, säkerställning av kinematiskt stabilitet under
rörelse, undvikande av fotglidning på grov terräng, och så vidare. I
det här verket är terränguppfattning integrerad i det ZMP-baserade
rörelseoptimeringsverket så att robotar kan utföra dynamisk rörelse
över grov terräng. I första steget utökar vi fotfästeoptimeringsram-
verket för att använda bearbetad information om terrängen med syf-
tet att undvika planeringen av osäkra fotfästeplaceringar under för-
flyttning över grov terräng. För att undvika kinematiska överträdel-
ser under förflyttning över grov terräng introducerar vi ytterligare
begränsningar till det ZMP-baserade rörelseoptimeringsramverket för
att lösa ut kinematiskt rimliga rörelseplaner i realtid. Vi introducerar
icke-linjära kinematiska begränsningar till det existerande icke-linjära
ZMP-baserade rörelseoptimeringsramverket och löser ett sekventiellt
kvadratiskt programmeringsproblem (SQP problem) för att få rimli-
ga rörelseplaner. Med syftet att undvika fotkontaktglidning släpper
vi den approximerade terrängnormalen och använder den mätta ter-
rängnormalen vid fotkontaktläge för att beräkna friktionspolygonbe-
gränsningarna. De föreslagna algoritmerna testas i simulering samt på
hårdvara med dynamiska gångarter för att bekräfta denna metods ef-
fektivitet att tillåta fyrfotade robotar att flytta sig över grov terräng på
ett säkert sätt. Algoritmernas beräkningsperiod och prestanda analy-
serades i olika fall och redovisades som en del av detta examensarbete.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Unlike wheeled locomotion, legged locomotion could enable robots
to navigate over highly unstructured environments. In recent years,
advances in robotics have enabled robots to perform dynamic locomo-
tion with various different gaits over slightly uneven terrain. How-
ever, when contrasted with animals, the capabilities of legged robots
and its performance is far from real. But, providing robots with the
capability to perceive its environment and make decisions based on
measurements it gather could enable robots to perform dynamic loco-
motion over rough terrain. With the added capability of rough terrain
locomotion, legged robots can be deployed for various applications
such as participating in search and rescue operations and other sce-
narios which involve traversing unpredictable environments. In par-
ticular, the high energy efficiency of legged robots makes them more
attractive than flying robots since efficiency translates to longer op-
erating time, making legged robots more practical for such scenarios
than flying robots such as quadcopters.

Information from perceived terrain could be utilized in various
stages of legged locomotion problem. Firstly, terrain perception en-
ables robots to plan safer footsteps by avoiding uneven and risky ter-
rain. For example, this could enable robots to avoid stepping unsafely
close to steps and stairs, avoid stepping on highly inclined planes etc.
Terrain perception also enables robots to plan safe foot swing trajecto-
ries taking into account position and height of obstacles in the neigh-
borhood. Further, information about the perceived terrain could be
utilized to plan the motion of the robot considering the terrain in the
direction of robot motion and thereby improving stability and quality

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

of the computed motion plan.
In this work, we integrate terrain perception using depth sensors

into a motion optimization framework to enable dynamic locomotion
of quadrupedal robots over rough terrain. This work covers generat-
ing foothold, computing adapted contact force limits and generating
kinematically feasible motion plans that can be executed in real-time
on a quadrupedal robot.

1.1 Legged Locomotion - An Overview

The locomotion of quadrupedal robots is governed by reference ve-
locities obtained from a human operator controlling the robot or from
a high-level task planning system which requires the robot to loco-
mote at a particular speed to complete the tasks. Further, a gait pat-
tern which defines the sequence and timing at which each leg swings
and remains grounded is selected. During the execution of a particu-
lar gait pattern, if the robot has less than three legs having contact with
the ground, it is called a dynamically stable gait pattern. Given the ref-
erence velocity and the measured linear and angular velocities of the
unactuated quadruped torso(body) and actuated joints, the foothold
generator solves a quadratic optimization problem to find out feasi-
ble terrain locations where each leg of the robot should step to ensure
stable locomotion that will meet the velocity requirements. Having
decided the target foothold locations, the swing trajectory optimizer
computes a trajectory from the current stance foot position to the target
foothold. Depending on the nature of the swing trajectory generator,
it might include objectives such as minimizing acceleration along the
foot swing trajectory, maximizing distance from terrain edges, etc[2].

One of the ways to ensure the dynamic stability of robots is to en-
sure that the Zero Moment Point (ZMP) lies within the support poly-
gon at every instant of robot motion. Zero Moment Point (ZMP) is
defined as the point at which the reaction force at the ground con-
tact doesnot produce any horizonal moment. The support polygon is
defined as the polygon whose vertices are defined at the robots con-
tact points with the environment. Depending on the gait pattern, the
timing and sequence of leg contacts with the ground changes. This se-
quence called the contact schedule and the foothold locations together
can be used to find out the support polygons that constrain the ZMP
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Figure 1.1: Overall framework to control dynamic locomotion of
quadrupedal robots over rough terrain. Depending on the user refer-
ence velocity and perceived terrain, desired foothold locations are gen-
erated. The foot contact schedule for locomotion is defined by the se-
lected gait pattern. Given the contact schedule and desired footholds,
support polygons are computed. Concurrently, spline trajectories from
current stance foot position to desired footholds are computed. The
foot swing trajectory, support polygons, initial measured state of the
robot etc. are used by the motion optimization framework to compute
a kinematically feasible and stable motion plan. The motion plan is
fed to a whole body controller that computes actuator commands for
the robot.

position along the trajectory of motion. Given the support polygons,
the edges of the polygons can be transformed into linear constraints
on the ZMP position and added with other motion optimization objec-
tives into a convex nonlinear optimization problem formulation. This
problem is solved using a Sequential Quadratic Programming(SQP)
solver in real time to compute the center of mass(CoM) motion trajec-
tory in terms of the full translational and rotational components. The
solution is computed in terms of quintic spline coefficients that mini-
mize the acceleration of the CoM over the trajectory[2].
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Further, the computed motion plan is sampled and fed at every
time instant to a whole body controller which solves a series of prior-
itized QP problems using Hierarchical Optimization to find out opti-
mal joint accelerations and contact forces. The joint accelerations and
contact forces thus computed are further translated into joint torques
and fed to the torque based motor controllers for execution the mo-
tion. The foothold and ZMP optimization loops run continuously and
update its solution as soon as the previous optimization is successful,
thereby making the system robust to external perturbations and model
inaccuracies[2].

1.2 Related Work

Quadrupedal robots are recently being explored as a strong candidate
for taking part in search and rescue operations [25] [9] [7]. Active
participation of quadrupedal robots in search and rescue operations
would require the robot to dynamically traverse over rough terrain
while ensuring stability. Previous work in related fields using vari-
ous quadrupedal robots, HyQ [29], Little Dog [27], starlETH [17], etc.
To improve the usability of such robots, RSL introduced automatic
docking capability on their Quadrupedal robot, AnyMal to enable it to
recharge its batteries on itself by docking to a power station[20]. Previ-
ous work on this robot has also led to the development of novel state
estimation approaches for legged robots by combining the underlying
robot kinematics, inertial sensing, and visual feedback[5].

In literature, various approaches are presented to map terrain that
a robot navigates through. One major approach attempts to gener-
ate globally consistent maps[30]. However, these approaches require
highly accurate localization to obtain a reliable mapping. A second
approach involves generating robot-centric maps which provide a lo-
cal mapping of the near surrounding of the robot[13], [10]. The robot
centric map is represented using a 2.5D grid map where each grid cell
holds elevation of the terrain at a given location around the robot. This
approach towards rough terrain mapping has been demonstrated in
many other works in the literature [4] [21]. In this work, we use a 2.5D
terrain elevation map represented using a grid map in a similar way
to [10].

Various approaches for foothold generation exist in the literature.
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In [16] and [15], a balancing controller based on an inverted pendu-
lum model is used to compute the desired foothold positions. The
inverted pendulum model uses the desired and measured base veloc-
ities in order to compute these foothold positions. In this approach,
the intermediate foot positions are computed using linearly interpo-
lated feedback law that has no effect at the beginning of swing phase,
whereas the contribution of the feedback reaches a maximum at the
end of the swing phase[15]. Another approach using HyQ was demon-
strated by Mastalli, where foothold generation was performed by us-
ing a graph-based footstep planner[24]. Making use of drift-free local-
ization using an external motion capture system, the authors were able
to perform footstep planning over flat horizontal obstacles. In a later
work[23], the author presented a trajectory optimization based loco-
motion controller that solves a coupled problem that computes CoM
motion trajectory and footholds using a terrain cost map. The novelty
of this approach lies in using the terrain cost map to perform trajec-
tory optimization which enables motion planning for different terrain
topologies[23].

In literature, three major directions of research are followed for
stable quadrupedal robot locomotion. The first one involves control-
ling the CoM motion with a balancing controller based on centroidal
dynamics. David presented a centroidal dynamics based control ap-
proach which was able to stabilize a humanoid robot in the presence
of external disturbances[26]. The second approach simplifies the cen-
troidal dynamics into two components namely, contact wrench and
gravito-inertial wrench cones. Using the contact wrench cone based
stability criterion, Dai et. al. presented a controller that solves a convex
optimization problem to perform robust walking over rough terrain[8].
In their work, the robustness of the solution was improved by maxi-
mizing the contact wrench cone stability margins. Further simplifica-
tion of this model leads to the projection of contact wrench cones onto
the ground to define the ZMP stability criterion[2]. Although this ap-
proximation does not guarantee stability over rough terrain, it yields a
simple criterion for stable locomotion over slightly uneven terrain[11].
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1.3 Contribution

In this work, we integrate terrain perception into the ZMP based mo-
tion optimization framework to enable robots to perform dynamic lo-
comotion over rugged terrain. First, we process the robot-centric ele-
vation map to compute terrain information such as surface normals,
foothold scores etc based on previous work[11]. Combining the in-
formation derived from the elevation map with inverted pendulum
based foothold generator, we present a foothold generation technique
that plans safe footholds away from unsafe terrain edges. Further, we
present an alternative approach to torso orientation that restricts the
roll angular motion of the torso while climbing steps to ensure better
stability and to avoid over-extending the limbs. Since this approach
does not completely ensure that limb kinematic limits are not violated
for the full range of motion, we add inequality constraints from hip to
foot into the CoM motion optimization problem to solve for kinemati-
cally feasible motion plan for the robot. Further, we modify the whole
body controller to compute contact force limits for the legs in contact
with the ground based on the terrain normal at the contact location.

In Chapter 2, we discuss the concept of robot-centric elevation map-
ping and how the map is processed to compute meaningful measures
such as surface normals, foothold scores etc. In Chapter 3, a foothold
generation algorithm that integrates terrain information into the in-
verted pendulum based foothold generator to compute safe footholds
that avoid stepping close to terrain edges is presented. In Chapter 4,
we present a torso orientation control approach where the torso is ori-
ented along the filtered pitch angle of the approximated terrain at the
foot contact locations. Further, we present the motion optimization
framework used to compute kinematically feasible and dynamically
stable CoM motion plan for the robot. In Chapter 5, we present the
modification to contact force limits such that terrain normal at the foot
contact position is used for the computation instead of the normal to
the approximated terrain plane. Finally, the performance of various
submodules is evaluated and compared with previous work and pre-
sented along with the results in Chapter 6.



Chapter 2

Terrain Perception

Mobile robots require information about its surrounding environment
to be able to safely traverse arbitrary terrain configurations that it may
encounter in various real-world scenarios. In this work, we perform
terrain perception using range measurements obtained with a stereo
camera attached at the front of AnyMal, a quadrupedal robot devel-
oped in the Robotics Systems Lab, ETH Zurich[16]. Previous work in
the lab has resulted in submodules that generate 2.5D elevation map
[12], [11] of the environment using robot pose estimates and range
sensor measurements. The range measurements are obtained from a
stereo camera at an update frequency of 10 − 20 Hz and fused with
previously accumulated terrain elevation map. The elevation map is
represented as a layered grid map with layers corresponding to the
terrain height, its upper and lower confidence bounds etc. As the
robot traverses its environment, the subsequent measurements from
the range sensor are fused with the robot-centered elevation map us-
ing the robot pose estimated by the state estimator using joint torque
and inertial measurements.

Fig. 2.1a is the simulation of the robot standing in front of a step of
height 15cms. Fig. 2.1b shows the fused robot-centric elevation map
with color at each cell representing the measured height of the terrain.
It can be observed that there are regions within the map that misses
information. This is due to the invisibility of certain regions due to the
presence of obstacles in the scene.

7
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(a) AnyMal walking towards a step

(b) Elevation map obtained using the range measurements

Figure 2.1: Robot walking towards a step of height 15 cms. The per-
ceived unprocessed terrain is shown in 2.1b

2.1 Map Processing

As the robot navigates through the environment, the size of the el-
evation map increases. Since local computations for the robot only
requires elevation map around the robots neighbourhood, we extract
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a subset of the elevation map and use it for further processing. This
also helps to reduce the impact map processing has to the overall sys-
tem computationally. Also, missing information in the map needs to
be filled by interpolating information from neighbouring cells. The
elevation map is processed at every cell location to derive useful infor-
mation such as foothold scores and surface normals. These are added
to the elevation map as additional layers which can be accessed in the
software for various computations.

2.1.1 Surface Normals

Similar to other work [11], we compute the surface normals using
Principal Component Analysis(PCA). The surface normal at a given
position is computed as the Eigen vector corresponding to the small-
est Eigen value of circular region around the position. The surface
normals are computed for the whole map and added as an additional
layer to the elevation map. In fig. 2.2 terrain normal at every location
is visualized with elevation in the terrain map representing height of
terrain and color represeting the z-axis component of the terrain nor-
mal at any given location.

Figure 2.2: Elevation map with color layer representing surface normal
along z-axis
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2.1.2 Foothold Score

Similar to other works [11], we use geometric features from the terrain
map to compute a heuristic safety measure for each location in the
elevation map. The foothold score is computed based on the following
geometric features[13]:

• Slope - This is the local tilt computed from the surface normals
within a local patch of the terrain map.

• Curvature - This is the deviation of a local patch of terrain map
from a plane.

• Roughness - This is the deviation of local terrain along the direc-
tion of the surface normal at the given terrain location.

• Uncertainty - This is the absolute difference between the upper
and lower confidence bound of the terrain map at a given loca-
tion.

Using the above geometric measures, we compute a safety measure
called the foothold score s(x, y) ∈ [0, 1] that represents whether a given
location is safe to step on. At any given terrain location, s = 1 repre-
senting a safe foothold location and s = 0 denoting an unsafe location.
The foothold score is computed as [11]

s(x, y) = max

(
1−

∑
i

wi
vi(x, y)

vcrit
, 0

)
. (2.1)

In Eq. (2.1), i denotes each measure such as slope, curvature and
roughness, wi denotes the associated weight factor, vi(x, y) denotes the
value of the measure i at terrain location (x, y) and vcrit denotes the
maximum value of the measure. Further we compute a binary rep-
resentation of the foothold score[11], ŝ ∈ {0, 1} by thresholding at a
value sthresh where,

ŝ(x, y) =

{
1 if s(x, y) ≥ sthresh

0 if s(x, y) < sthresh
. (2.2)

Although a simple heuristic approach, the foothold score thus com-
puted has provides a simple but powerful foothold safety estimate.
The foothold score thus computed is visualized in Fig. 2.3.
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For faster computation, we extract a neighborhood around the cur-
rent robot pose such that only terrain information in the near locality of
the robot is used for the computations. Further, we fill holes in the ele-
vation map using a standard tool called inpaint provided by OpenCV.
Fig. 2.3 visualizes the foothold score computed using Eq. 2.2, where
red region denotes safe foothold locations, whereas the pink region
denotes unsafe foothold locations.

Figure 2.3: Elevation map with color layer representing the binary
foothold score using Eq. 2.2



Chapter 3

Foothold Generation

In the literature, the foothold is defined as the desired location where
the robot plans to step. There are two major approaches which are usu-
ally employed to perform foothold optimization. The first approach
combines the foothold optimization and Center of Mass(CoM) opti-
mization into a single optimization problem[23]. The second approach
uses a hierarchical approach where the footholds are optimized for,
following which a feasible CoM trajectory is computed[2]. In our ap-
proach, we use the latter due to the reduced complexity of the opti-
mization problem. Further, we compute the perception-less footholds
using a Linear Inverted Pendulum(LIP) model [16], [2] which are fur-
ther corrected based on terrain information available in the elevation
map.

3.1 Virtual Plane Frame

In order to approximate the terrain over which the robot is travers-
ing, a local terrain estimate is computed by fitting a plane passing
through the current stance foot positions by solving a least squares
problem[14]. Footprint center of the robot is computed as the average
of all the stance foot positions. We define the Virtual Plane(P) frame,
Π(PO, Pn), as the plane with its normal Pn perpendicular to the local
terrain estimate and its origin PO located at the footprint center pro-
jected along the terrain normal onto the ground, such that the x-axis of
the plane is aligned with the heading direction of the previous stance
footprint.

A major advantage of using the virtual plane frame is that it helps

12
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us simplify the foothold optimization problem into a 2D planar opti-
mization problem with states Px and Py, where Px, Py ∈ Π(PO, Pn).
This helps us reduce the computational complexity of the optimiza-
tion.

3.2 Perception-less foothold generation

The desired foothold over the virtual plane frame is computed at ev-
ery step using a LIP model[15]. The desired foothold computation can
be broken down into two contributing factors namely, desired feedfor-
ward term and a feedback term that depends on the velocity error.

3.2.1 Feedforward term

Consider the default foothold configuration for the quadrupedal robot
be defined at a constant offset from the projection of corresponding
hip location onto the Virtual Plane, Π(PO, Pn) along the gravity vec-
tor (telescopic strut strategy). For a given leg i, we represent the posi-
tion of default foothold on Π(PO, Pn) as Pr

i
PDef and the vector from

base(B) to end effector(EE) location as Pr
i
BEE . Further, we represent

the desired linear velocity of the torso(base) on the virtual plane frame
as Pv∗B and the desired angular velocity of the torso on the plane frame
as Pω

∗
B[15], where,

Pv
∗
B =

 Pv
∗
Bx

Pv
∗
By

Pv
∗
Bz

 and Pω
∗
B =

Pω∗
Bx

Pω
∗
By

Pω
∗
Bz

 .
We can compute the feedforward component for the desired foothold
of leg i, PriPDesFF as[15],

Pr
i
PDesFF

= Pr
i
PDef + wFF

Pv∗Bx
Pv

∗
By

0

+

 0

0

Pω
∗
Bz

× Pr
i
BEE

 (3.1)

where, wFF is the scaling factor for the feedforward term.

3.2.2 Feedback term

The feedback term corresponds to the balancing controller and com-
putes a correction to the desired foothold computed in Eq 3.1 based on
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the error between to the desired(Pv∗B) and measured(PvB) linear ve-
locities of the torso. The feedback component for the desired foothold
of leg i, PriPDesFB is[15],

Pr
i
PDesFB

= wFB

√
hi

g

PvBx − Pv
∗
Bx

PvBy − Pv
∗
By

0

 (3.2)

where, hi is the distance from the corresponding hip to the terrain
along the gravity vector g.

3.2.3 Desired foothold using LIP model

The feedforward term in Eq. 3.1 causes the footholds to be computed
based on the desired linear and angular velocities of the torso, whereas
the feedback term in Eq. 3.2 makes the robot more robust towards
external disturbances and model uncertainties. Combining both these
components help us define foothold locations such that the reference
torso motion is obeyed. The desired foothold location Pr

i
PDes without

taking into account the terrain can be computed as[15],

Pr
i
PDes = Pr

i
PDesFF

+ Pr
i
PDesFB

(3.3)

3.3 Foothold Correction using Terrain Knowl-
edge

The desired foothold location in Eq. 3.3 was computed using the in-
verted pendulum model without considering the terrain that the robot
is traversing. However, we want the robot to avoid unsafe footholds
which may include stepping close to obstacles, stepping over a steep
terrain location etc. and also to safely traverse over such obstacles.
In this work, we make use of the foothold score computed in 2.1.2 to
ensure that desired footholds are not computed very close to unsafe
terrain locations. In order to acheive this goal, we introduce a gaus-
sian correction factor which tries to scale down the feedforward and
feedback terms in Eq. 3.3 in such such a way that a terrain adapted
foothold objective can be used for foothold optimization. Therfore, we
introduce a three step approach to compute the objective:
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1. Terrain Edge Estimation - computes the terrain edge location
and its size by searching for unsafe terrain along the line con-
necting current foot position to the desired LIP foothold position
as shown in Fig. 3.1.

2. Gaussian edge avoidance - computes a modified objective us-
ing gaussian weighing function at the edge location to step away
from edge location.

3. Stepping over the terrain edge - computes a desired foothold
over the unsafe region if the current foot location is within a crit-
ical distance from the unsafe terrain location.

Figure 3.1: Unsafe terrain search along a line starting from the current
stance foot position to the desired inverted pendulum based foothold.

3.3.1 Terrain edge estimation

The foothold score is continuously computed and updated into the
foothold score layer of the elevation map. The foothold generation
module requests for the closest unsafe terrain location along the vector
from current foot position to the desired foothold over a service run-
ning parallel to the foothold score computation. Once the terrain edge
estimate Pr

i
PEdge is computed, the foothold generation module uses

this to compute correction for the desired foothold Pr
i
PDes, if atleast

one cell along the vector from current foot position to the desired foothold
is unsafe.
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3.3.2 Foothold correction to avoid obstacles

In order to avoid stepping close to unsafe terrain locations, we fit a
1 dimensional weighted gaussian function f(Pr

i
PDes, σ, w) along the

vector from current foot position to the desired foothold, centered at
the terrain edge estimate obtained as explained in Section 3.3.1.

f(Pr
i
PDes, σ, w) =

w√
2πσ2

e

(
−||P riPDes−P riPEdge||

2

2σ2

)
(3.4)

Here, the variance of the function is how broad the desired weighing
function should look like. The scalar weightw determines the absolute
maximum of f(.), i.e., max(f(.)) = w. The foothold location corrected
by taking the terrain edge location into account is given by

Pr
i
PCorr = Pr

i
PDes − f(Pr

i
PDes, σ, w) · P r̂iPrevDes (3.5)

where P r̂
i
PrevDes denotes the normalized vector from previous foothold

location (PriPPrev) to the desired foothold location (PriPDes). The ef-
fect of the correction factor Eq. 3.4 is the maximum when the de-
sired foothold Pr

i
PDes coincides with the terrain edge estimate Pr

i
PEdge,

whereas its effect reduces exponentially with the Euclidean distance
between the terrain edge and the desired foothold. A major advan-
tage of such an approach is that the correction is continuous in nature
and does not cause numerical instabilities if used as part of an opti-
mization objective. Also, the attenuation of the correction factor can
be controlled by controlling the variance of the function.

3.3.3 Foothold correction over obstacles

While the correction in Eq. 3.5 ensures that footholds are not planned
very close to unsafe terrain locations, it is necessary to compute a
foothold across the obstacle/unsafe terrain region. This is taken care
of by using an alternate correction factor f(.) if the current foot loca-
tion is within a critical distance dcrit from the terrain edge. In such a
scenario, the correction is defined as

f(Pr
i
PEdge, w) = Pr

i
PEdge + w · P r̂iPrevDes. (3.6)

This ensures that, provided the foot is within a critical distance from
the terrain, the foothold is planned to be a safe distance w away from
the terrain edge location Pr

i
PEdge.
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3.3.4 Foothold Optimization

We setup a quadratic optimization framework which can compute footholds
depending on the various contributing components and the constraints
for the problem. The various contributing components can include
reference footholds computed using variouos strategies, regulariza-
tion factors etc, whereas the constraints can include kinematic limits,
leg collision bounds etc. Therefore, we set up a Quadratic Program-
ming(QP) problem as [2]

min
ξ

1

2
ξTQξ + cTξ s.t.Dξ ≤ f (3.7)

where, ξ ∈ R2nfeet is the vector containing (x, y) positions of each
foothold Pr

i
PFh, with i ∈ {1, . . . , nfeet}. In the case of a quadrupedal

robot, number of feets, nfeet = 4.

Cost Function

The cost function is stacked with various contributing factors so that
solving the optimization problem provides a foothold which mini-
mizes the cost due to each of these contributing factors. In our case,
we add two components:

1. Corrected foothold on terrain
The corrected foothold computed in Eq. 3.5 and 3.6 are added to
the cost function with,

QCorri
= W Corr, cCorri = −W T

CorrPr
i
PCorr (3.8)

where, W corr is the positive semi-definite diagonal weight ma-
trix, withW corr ∈ R2×2

2. Penalize jumps in solution In order to avoid sudden jumps in the
solution of foothold optimization, we add an objective requiring
the solution to be close to the previous solution Pr

i
PPrev.

QPrevi
= W Prev, cPrevi = −W T

PrevPr
i
PPrev (3.9)

The objectives in Eq. 3.8 and 3.9 are stacked into the QP problem in
Eq. 3.7 to obtain the final cost function.
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Inequality Constraints

In order to avoid computing footholds which are outside the kinematic
limits of the robot, we add inequality constraints that constraint the
maximum possible leg extension[2]. This is done by adding inequal-
ities describing a polygon around the hip location projected on the
virtual plane wherein the kinematic leg extension limits are obeyed[2].



Chapter 4

Motion Planning with Perception

While locomoting over a terrain, the robot body requires to be oriented
in such a way that the robot kinematic limits aren’t violated so as to
avoid singularities in robot leg motion. Further, the current approach
aligns the torso orientation along the control frame since it is derived
from the approximated terrain at the current robot position. Although
it might be a straight forward solution to how the robot torso should be
oriented over an arbitrary terrain, it could cause the robot torso to go
through fast angular motion causing instability to the robot. Further,
it may also be desirable to be able to orient the torso considering the
robot’s next action (climbing up/down a step etc.). In order to solve
this problem, we introduce two main approaches:

1. Torso adaptation along the perceived terrain.

2. Center of Mass (CoM) trajectory planning taking kinematic lim-
its as constraints.

4.1 Torso Control

The control frame is the plane passing through the stance leg positions,
where the plane is fitted by solving a least squares problem. Although
the terrain at any given robot position can be approximated as a plane
aligned with the control frame normal, aligning the torso to this plane
causes sudden roll and pitch motions which causes instability to the
robot during fast locomotion. Moreover, such a configuration is ar-
bitrary and may not satisfy the kinematic limits of the legs that are
grounded. Taking these issues into consideration, we devised a pitch

19
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only torso orientation control that computes a low pass filtered ori-
entation that also orients the body considering the terrain along the
current direction of the robot’s locomotion.

4.1.1 Torso orientation estimation

A plane can be parameterized by a point on the plane Pr0 = [x0, y0, z0]

and the normal to the plane Pn. Given a plane Π(Pr0, Pn), any point
on the plane Pr = [x, y, z] must satisfy the following criteria[14]:

(Pr − Pr0)
T
Pn = 0

=⇒ z =
d− ax− by

c
where, d = ax0 + by0 + z0

(4.1)

Although 4.1 has 4 unknowns namely, a, b, c and d, it can be reduced
to an equation with 3 unknowns by constraining c = 1 which as-
sumes that the terrain can never be aligned with the z-axis of the world
frame(I).

Now, consider the most recent stance positions of the feet If
i
st =

[xist, y
i
st, z

i
st], i ∈ [1, 4]. A plane Π(Pr0, Pn) with parameters π =

[a, b, d] passing through these positions should satisfy[14],

zist = [xyst y
i
st 1]T

ab
d

 (4.2)

which can be written in vector form as, ψ = Fπ. Given the most re-
cent stance positions of the four legs, we compute the estimated plane
parameters π̂ by solving a least squares problem, π̂ = F+ψ, where F+

is the pseudo inverse of F [14].
In addition to this, we would also like the torso to be oriented tak-

ing into account the terrain configuration ahead of the robot. There-
fore, given the target foothold locations of the feet If ifh = [xifh, y

i
fh, z

i
fh],

we compute compute a adapted plane Π∗(Pr0, Pn) with plane param-
eters π∗ such that, π̂∗ = Fψ∗, where,

ψ∗ = [ψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ψ4], ψi = (1− α) · zist + α · zifh.

where, α ∈ [0, 1] denotes the current swing phase with α = 0 repre-
sents the beginning of swing phase and α = 1 represents the end of
swing phase.
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The orientation of the plane Π∗ with respect to the world frame
I can be represented by a sequence of rotations of the Tait-Bryan an-
gles(yaw Iψ, pitch Iθ, roll Iφ). Discarding the rolling of the torso along
the estimated terrain as Iφ = 0 and defining the yaw angle of the ter-
rain as the heading direction of the robot with respect to the world
frame Iψ =I ψh, a modified plane frame ΠT is computed.

4.1.2 Filtering

During locomotion over uneven terrain, the estimated plane param-
eters πT experiences sudden fluctuations, especially when the robot
is climbing up or down steps. The sudden change in the estimated
plane will in turn lead to a sudden re-orientation of the torso which
can destabilize the robot. Therefore, we add continuously filter the
terrain plane estimate using a first order low pass filter to smoothen
the change in torso orientation. Further, we introduce a scaling pa-
rameter to limit the pitch angle, λ ∈ [0, 1

2
], such that, ψi′ = λ · ψi. The

value of λ is heuristically set to generate a terrain estimate with scaled
pitch angle.

Finally, the update loop running at 400Hz sets the torso to the de-
sired orientation which is aligned with the filtered plane orientation,
Πtorso(Iψh, Iθ, 0).

4.2 Motion Optimization for CoM trajectory
planning

The main disadvantage of torso control explained in Section 4.1 is that
the heuristic parameter λ might require to be modified based on the
terrain configuration in order to ensure that the robot does not ap-
proach close to its kinematic leg extension limits. Further, it is de-
sirable if such a plan can be computed looking a fixed horizon into
the future in an optimal fashion. In this section, we discuss a motion
optimization framework for Center of Mass trajectory such that the
disadvantages of torso control are overcome. In addition to this, the
motion optimization ensures that the dynamic stability criterion for
legged robots is satisfied.
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4.2.1 Problem Formulation

As done in [22], we represent the motion plan with quintic splines, as-
sociated with each of the 6 degrees of freedom of the Center of Mass.
We use a 3-dimensional translational component consisting of x, y and
z cordinates and 3-dimensional rotational component represnted us-
ing Euler angles, ψ, θ and φ to represent the state of the center of mass.
Each CoM degree of freedoms, ξ, ξ ∈ {x, y, z, ψ, θ, φ} at time t can
be parameterized by the k-th quintic spline αξk as[2],

ξ(t) = [t5 t4 t3 t2 t 1][aξk5 a
ξ
k4 a

ξ
k3 a

ξ
k2 a

ξ
k1 a

ξ
k0]

T

= ηT (t)αξk ∀ ξ ∈ {x, y, z, ψ, θ, φ}
(4.3)

where,

αξk =



aξk5
aξk4
aξk3
aξk2
aξk1
aξk0


and η(t) =



t5

t4

t3

t2

t

1

 (4.4)

Alternatively, the stacked vector of all the DoFs of the CoM, ζ(t) can
be written as[2],

ζ(t) =



ηT (t) 06×1 06×1 06×1 06×1 06×1

06×1 ηT (t) 06×1 06×1 06×1 06×1

06×1 06×1 ηT (t) 06×1 06×1 06×1

06×1 06×1 06×1 ηT (t) 06×1 06×1

06×1 06×1 06×1 06×1 ηT (t) 06×1

06×1 06×1 06×1 06×1 06×1 ηT (t)





αxk
αyk
αzk
αψk
αθk
αφk


= T (t)αk

(4.5)

with T (t) ∈ R6×36 and k = 0, . . . , n−1, where n is the number of splines
used to generate the motion plan. The velocity ζ̇(t) and acceleration
ζ̈(t) of the center of mass along the motion plan can be represented
as[2]

ζ̇(t) = Ṫ (t)αk ζ̈(t) = T̈ (t)αk (4.6)

4.2.2 Optimization Problem

Using the parameterization discussed in Eq. 4.5, we formulate an non-
linear optimization problem that will solve for the optimal set of spline
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coefficients for k = 0, . . . , n−1, i.e.,α = [αT0 α
T
1 . . .αTn−1]

T . The nonlin-
ear motion optimization problem that consists of objective f(α), p in-
equality constraints h(α) and q equality constraints g(α) can be for-
mulated as[2]

min
α

f(α)

s.t. hi(α) ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ 0, . . . , p− 1

gj(α) = 0, ∀j ∈ 0, . . . , q − 1

(4.7)

4.2.3 Cost Function

The objective f(α) the optimization problem is formulated as a quadratic
cost function of type

min
α

1

2
αTQα + cTα (4.8)

where, Q ∈ R36n×36n is the Hessian matrix and c ∈ R36n is the linear
term. Similar to [2] and [22], we add various quadratic cost objectives
as explained below.

Minimize Acceleration

In order to minimize acceleration along the motion plan, we add a
quadratic cost to each of the spline segments αk with the correspond-
ing hessian term given by[2],

Qacc
k =



400
7

∆t7k 40∆t6k 24∆t5k 10∆t4k
...

40∆t6k 28.8∆t5k 18∆t4k 8∆t3k 04×2

24∆t5k 18∆t4k 12∆t3k 6∆t2k
...

10∆t4k 8∆t3k 6∆t2k 4∆tk
...

. . . 02×4 . . . . . . 02×2

 (4.9)

and linear term cacck = 0, where ∆tk is the time duration of the k-th
spline segment. The Hessian matrix is obtained by squaring and in-
tegrating the acceleration of the CoM over the time duration of the
k-th spline segment as explained in [19]. Finally, each sub matrices of
Hessian term Qacc

k are combined to obtain the Hessian matrix corre-
sponding to the overall cost function.
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Minimize Deviation from Previous Solution

Since the optimization framework continuously evaluate the problem,
we add an objective in order to minimize the deviation between succe-
sive motion plans. Therefore, in order to penalize deviation of position
and velocity along subsequent motion plans as [2] [22],

min
αk

(ζ(ti)− ζprev(ti))TW 0
prev(ζ(ti)− ζprev(ti))

+(ζ̇(ti)− ζ̇prev(ti))TW 1
prev(ζ̇(ti)− ζ̇prev(ti))

(4.10)

The corresponding Hessian and linear terms can be derived using Eq.
4.10 and Eq. 4.6.

Initial and Final Constraints

As in [2] [22], we use the weighted average of the measured state and
solution of the previous motion plan to obtain the initial CoM states
ζ0, ζ̇0. We add an objective to ensure that the initial state of the motion
plan is close to the desired states ζ0, ζ̇0 as

min
αk

(ζ(0)− ζ0)TW 0
init(ζ(0)− ζ0) + (ζ̇(0)− ζ̇0)TW 1

init(ζ̇(0)− ζ̇0)

(4.11)

Assuming that the optimization horizon τ is short, we compute the
desired final position of the CoM is computed from the reference linear
velocity vref and angular velocity ωref as[2]

pf = pinit +R(τωref,z)(τvref ), where ωref,z =

 0

0

ωref,z

 . (4.12)

The final orientation of the CoM is set to the nominal orientation of the
path regularizer π. Given the final desired state ζf , we add a quadratic
objective as [22],

min
αk

(ζ(tf )− ζf )TW 0
f (ζ(tf )− ζf ) + (ζ̇(tf )− ζ̇f )TW 1

f (ζ̇(tf )− ζ̇f )

(4.13)

Tracking reference trajectory

In order to avoid the motion plan from drifting, we add an objective
that penalizes deviation of the motion plan from a high level approxi-
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mated motion trajectory called the path regularizer π [22].

min
αk

(ζ(t)− πt)TW 0
ref (ζ(t)− πt) + (ζ̇(t)− π̇t)TW 1

ref (ζ̇(t)− π̇t)

(4.14)

4.2.4 Junction Equality Constraints

In order to ensure continuity between adjacent pairs of splines, we add
junction constraints [2] to each DoF ξ ∈ {x, y, z, ψ, θ, φ}. The junction
constraint ensuring continuity between the k-th and (k + 1)-th splines
are given by [

ηT (tf,k) −ηT (0)

η̇T (tf,k) −η̇T (0)

] [
αξk
αξk+1

]
= 0 ∀ ξ (4.15)

The junction constraints are formulated in a different way in case of
full flight phases. The robot is said to be in a full flight phase if none of
the robot legs are grounded at any time instant during the execution
of a particular gait pattern. In such cases, the robot is considered to
be in free fall condition and junction constraints are added as detailed
in [2].

4.2.5 Inequality Constraints

The inequality constraints used in the problem formulation consists
of linear and nonlinear inequality constraints depending on the type
of constraint being applied. Since we use a Sequential Quadratic Pro-
gramming(SQP) solver, it can numerically solve for an optimal solu-
tion in the presence of nonlinear inequalities.

Box Final Constraint

As explained in [22], we add box constraint on the final state of the
CoM to ensure that the final state is within a maximum allowed devi-
ation ∆ζf from the desired final state. i.e.,

|ζ(tf )− ζf | ≤ ∆ζf (4.16)
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Deviation from Path Regularizer

Large deviation from the path regularizer can lead to violation of kine-
matic limits in the legs. In order to avoid this we constraint the maxi-
mum overshoot of the motion plan for the critical DoFs[22], ξ ∈ {z, θ, φ}
as

ξ(t)− πξ(t) ≤ εξ

ξ(t)− πξ(t) ≥ −εξ

εξ ≥ 0 ∀ ξ ∈ {z, θ, φ}
(4.17)

where, εξ are slack variables added to the optimization variables and
minimized with the objective,

min
εξ

λlinε
ξ + λquadε

ξ2 (4.18)

Dynamic stability criterion

As derived in [28], the Zero Moment Point(ZMP) position wrt. the
origin of the plane frame 0 is given by,

pZMP =
n×M gi

0

nTF gi (4.19)

where M0
gi and F gi are the gravito-inertial wrench components com-

puted as,

M0
gi = mpCoM × (q − p̈CoM)− L̇

F gi = mg − Ṗ
(4.20)

where, m is the mass, P is the linear momentum and L is the angular
momentum of the CoM. Given the support polygons evaluated from
the stance foot configuration, we add the dynamic stability constraints
as,

hZMP = dTpZMP + r ≥ 0 (4.21)

where, dT = [p q 0] and r describe each edge of the support polygon
by defining a half space[2]. For detailed explanation about the ZMP
constraints and softened zmp inequality constraints, please refer to [2].
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Kinematic Limits in the Legs

In order to ensure that the kinematic limits of the legs are satisfied
through out the motion plan, we add nonlinear constraint to ensure
that Euclidean norm distace from each hip PrPH to the corresponding
foot PrPF is within the minimum and maximum allowed leg extension
i.e.,

d2min ≤ hkin(PrPCoM , ψ, θ, φ) = ||PrPH − PrPF ||2 ≤ d2max (4.22)

Since this nonlinear optimization problem is solved using a Sequential
Quadratic Programming(SQP) solver, we require to provide the Gra-
dient of the nonlinear kinematic leg extension limit constraint which is
derived in Section 4.3. Further, the inequality constraint is softened by
adding slack variables to the optimization variables to relax the con-
straint for the initial time samples of splines.

4.3 Kinematic Inequality Constraints

In order to add the nonlinear inequality constraint in Eq. 4.22 into
the SQP framework, we need to find out the gradient which consists
of partial derivatives of the constraint wrt. the position of the center
of Mass PrPCoM and the orientation of the CoM wrt. the plane frame
in terms of the relative yaw angle ψ, pitch angle θ and roll angle φ.
Therefore, we reformulate the kinematic leg extension limit constraint
in terms of the former quantities.

Assume that the CoM is located at PrPCoM , the offset from CoM to
hip location is given by PrCoMH and that the torso is rotated wrt. to
the plane frame whose rotation matrix is given by RPB(ψ, θ, φ). Now,
the vector from hip to foot PrPH can be rewritten as

PrPH(PrPCoM , ψ, θ, φ) = PrPCoM +RPB(ψ, θ, φ)PrCoMH (4.23)

where,
RPB(Φ) = RPB(ψ, θ, φ) = Rz(ψ)Ry(θ)Rx(φ) (4.24)

Using Eq. 4.23, we can reformulate the constraint in Eq. 4.22 as fol-
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lows.

hkin(PrPCoM ,Φ) = ||PrPH − PrPF ||2

= (PrPH − PrPF )T (PrPH − PrPF )

= (PrPCoM +RPB(Φ)PrCoMH − PrPF )T (PrPCoM +RPB(Φ)PrCoMH − PrPF )

= Pr
T
PCoMPrPCoM + Pr

T
PF PrPF + Pr

T
CoMHPrCoMH − 2Pr

T
PF PrPCoM

+ 2Pr
T
PCoMRPB(Φ)PrCoMH − 2Pr

T
PFRPB(Φ)PrCoMH

(4.25)

4.3.1 Gradient

Given the kinematic constraint in Eq. 4.25, we compute the gradient in
terms of the translational component PrPCoM and the rotational com-
ponent Φ = [ψ, θ, φ]T as,

∇hkin(PrPCoM ,Φ) =


∂hkin(P rPCoM ,Φ)

∂P rPCoM
∂hkin(P rPCoM ,Φ)

∂ψ
∂hkin(P rPCoM ,Φ)

∂θ
∂hkin(P rPCoM ,Φ)

∂φ

 (4.26)

From Eq. 4.26, The translational gradient can be obtained as

∂hkin(PrPCoM ,Φ)

∂PrPCoM
= 2PrPCoM + 2RPB(Φ)PrCoMH − 2PrPF

= 2 (−PrCoMF +RPB(Φ)PrCoMH)

(4.27)

From Eq. 4.26, the rotational gradient can be obtained as

∂hkin(PrPCoM ,Φ)

∂Φ
=

∂

∂Φ
(2Pr

T
PCoMRPB(Φ)PrCoMH − 2Pr

T
PFRPB(Φ)PrCoMH)

=
∂

∂Φ
(−2PrCoMFRPB(Φ)PrCoMH)

= −2PrCoMF
∂RPB(Φ)

∂Φ
PrCoMH

= −2

PrCoMF
∂RPB(Φ)

∂ψ PrCoMH

PrCoMF
∂RPB(Φ)

∂θ PrCoMH

PrCoMF
∂RPB(Φ)

∂φ PrCoMH


(4.28)
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However, using Eq. A.3, and A.4, we have,

∂hkin(PrPCoM ,Φ)

∂Φ
= −2

PrCoMFS(1ψ)Rz(ψ)Ry(θ)Rx(φ)PrCoMH

PrCoMFRz(ψ)S(1θ)Ry(θ)Rx(φ)PrCoMH

PrCoMFRz(ψ)Ry(θ)S(1φ)Rx(φ)PrCoMH


(4.29)

where, S(1ψ), S(1θ), S(1φ) are skew symmetric matrices defined as

S(1ψ) =

0

0

1

×

S(1θ) =

0

1

0

×

S(1φ) =

1

0

0

×

(4.30)

Further details about the derivation ofRPB(Φ) and the skew symmet-
ric matrices can be found in Appendix A.

Combining Eq. 4.27 and 4.29, the total gradient of the constraint
can be written as

∇hkin(PrPCoM ,Φ) = 2


−PrCoMF +RPB(Φ)PrCoMH

−PrCoMFS(1ψ)Rz(ψ)Ry(θ)Rx(φ)PrCoMH

−PrCoMFRz(ψ)S(1θ)Ry(θ)Rx(φ)PrCoMH

−PrCoMFRz(ψ)Ry(θ)S(1φ)Rx(φ)PrCoMH


(4.31)

4.3.2 Weighted Gradient for selective constrainment

Inn certain cases, it is desirable to have contribution from a certain De-
gree of Freedom(DoF) to be more predominant compared to the other
DoFs. In order to be able to control the significance of gradient along
each DoF of the inequality constraint in Eq. 4.31, we premultiply the
gradient matrix∇hkin with a scaling vectorW ∈ [0, 1]6×1 ⊂ R6×1. This
gives us,

∇whkin(PrPCoM ,Φ) = W T∇hkin(PrPCoM ,Φ) (4.32)

where,W = [wx wy wz wψ wθ wφ]T , wξ ∈ [0, 1]. This allows us to disable
the effect of the nonlinear kinematic leg extension limit constraint by
setting the weight wξ = 0. Similarly, the effect of a certain DoF can
be diminished by setting the weight wξ << 1. This might become
desirable since the units of translational and rotational components are
in different scales and may require appropriate scaling for the gradient
to produce the right effect in real scenarios.
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4.3.3 Softened Kinematic Constraints

The constraint is set up as part of the optimization problem formula-
tion in 4.7 as h(ζ) ≥ 0. However, it may occur that the initial condition
of the motion plan is infeasible due to violations of constraint in Eq.
4.22. This can cause the optimization to fail due to which we soften
the first few time samples of the motion plan by adding slack variables
and reformulating the inequality constraint as h(ζ) ≥ −εineq.

The slack variable εineq is added to the optimization variables α and
the optimization problem is modified by adding the following cost and
inequality constraints,

min
εineq

λlinεineq + λquadε
2
ineq

s.t. cineq ≥ −εineq
εineq ≥ 0

(4.33)

where, cineq are the first nineq constraints in h(ζ). The relaxation thus
added softens/broadens the range of kinematic extension limit such
that the constraints can be violated for a finite number of initial time
samples of the motion plan.



Chapter 5

Whole Body Control

To track the motion plan generated in Section 4.2, we need to com-
pute the desired joint accelerations and contact forces that satisfy the
equations of motion of the robot and various other constraints. For
this purpose, similar to [2], we use a whole body controller which
solves a cascade of prioritized Quadratic Programmins(QP) problems
to find the optimal values of joint accelerations and contact forces,
ξd = [u̇Td λ

T
d ]T ∈ Rnu+nc , where nc is the number of contact points

and nu are the number of actuated Degrees of Freedom of the robots.

5.1 Heirarchical Optimization

The whole body controller solves a heirarchical optimization problem
that consists of prioritized tasks to find an optimal solution for ξd. The
various tasks our formulation and their priorities are summarized in
Table 5.1[2]. Each of the task listed in Table 5.1 is quadratic in na-
ture and is solved based on its priority. Each low priority QP problem
is subsequently solved in the null space of the previously solved QP
problem. If there is no possible motion for a QP problem in a given
null space, then it will have no effect on the motion plan. The optimal
solution obtained by solving the Heiararchical optimization u̇∗ and λ∗

are used to compute the desired joint torques τ as[2]

τ = M ju̇
∗ + hj − JTsjλ∗ (5.1)

where,M j, hj, J sj are rows of mass matrix, velocity dependent terms
and support Jacobian respectively wrt. to actuated joints.
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Table 5.1: The list of prioritized tasks used to control the robot and
track the motion plan. Priority 1 is the highest[2]

Priority Task
1 Floating base equations of motion
2 Torque limits

Friction cone and λ modulation
3 No motion at the contact points
4 Center of mass linear motion

Center of mass angular motion
Swing leg motion tracking

5 Contact force minimization

5.2 Contact Force limits using Terrain Per-
ception

Among the tasks in Table 5.1, currently uses the normal to the approx-
imated terrain plane for computing constraints to be applied to limit
the contact forces. We modified this constraint such that the terrain
normal obtained using terrain perception is used for computing the
constraint. According to the Coulumbs friction model, a contact point
doesnot slip provided that the following condition is satisfied[18].

||In̂× If × In̂||2 ≤ µIf
T
In̂ (5.2)

where, µ is the coefficient of friction, In̂ is the unit normal to the terrain
at the contact point and If is the contact force applied, all represented
in the fixed world frame I . Earlier approach used a plane frame to ap-
proximate the terrain over which the robot is locomoting. However,
the approximated plane obtained through least square fitting of plane
through the stance legs may be entirely different from the actual ter-
rain configuration. This could cause incorrect contact force computa-
tions, which lead the robot to slip while walking over uneven terrain.
In order to overcome this, we use terrain normal In̂

i obtained from
the terrain contact point of each leg i and constraint the contact force
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limits using a set of inequality constraints as [3][18]

(Iĥ−I n̂iµ)T If
i ≤ 0

−(Iĥ+I n̂
iµ)T If

i ≤ 0

(I l̂
i
−I n̂iµ)T If

i ≤ 0

−(I l̂
i
+I n̂

iµ)T If
i ≤ 0

(5.3)

where Iĥ is the torso heading, I l̂
i

is the lateral and In̂
i is the terrain

normal direction at the i-th foot contact.

(a) Using terrain approximation (b) Using measured terrain map

Figure 5.1: Friction cones and linearized friction polygon constraints
computed using the approximated terrain plane and measured terrain
normal at foot locations.

In Fig. 5.1a, the friction cones, linearized friction polygonal con-
straints and the approximate terrain plane computed using the current
stance foot positions are visualized. In this case, the friction cones are
aligned with the approximate terrain normal due to which all the fric-
tion cones can be seen to be along the same direction. However, the
actual terrain normal at the foot contact positions are directed along
the world z-direction. In Fig. 5.1b, the friction cones computed using
the measured terrain normals are visualized and can be observed to be
aligned perpendicular to the actual terrain at foot contact positions.





Chapter 6

Results and Discussion

6.1 Computational Time

Foothold Generator Average Minimum Maximum
Inverted Pendulum 0.0560 0.0127 0.3406
Terrain Optimized 0.09034 0.0125 1.3136

Table 6.1: Average, minimum and maximum computational time for
foothold optimization using inverted pendulum model and terrain
perception over 140 samples.

In Table 6.1, the computational time for foothold optimization us-
ing inverted pendulum based model and using terrain optimized model
are provided. Although it can be seen that there is no significant in-
crease in the computational time, the maximum optimization time for
terrain optimization is higher compared to the inverted pendulum.
This is due to the need to access the terrain map and compute mean
terrain edge locations. However, the approach does not increase the
computational time if terrain edges are not computed between the cur-
rent and desired foot positions.

To compare the impact of adding kinematic constraints to the opti-
mization problem with the previous implementation, we compute the
time taken to compute CoM motion plan with and without the con-
straint. The results tabulated in Table 6.2 shows that the computational
time increases as we introduce the kinematic constraints into the prob-
lem. Also, the time taken to compute the motion plan increases as we
increase the number of degrees of freedom that are affected by the con-
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Optimization DoF and constraints
DoF: x, y x, y, z x, y, z, φ, θ, ψ

Kinematic Constraints: nil nil nil z z, θ, ψ all
Static walk 1.895 17.757 89.397 131.533 135.070 139.36
Static walk- no stance 0.730 4.709 20.663 37.764 40.852 41.826
Trot 0.8255 5.014 18.183 31.069 44.065 48.276
Flying trot - 3.892 6.949 30.462 19.944 21.082
Pace 1.090 10.504 22.990 84.950 81.295 123.724
Flying pace - 8.097 36.697 58.232 46.133 68.440

Table 6.2: Computational time of the motion plan while planning for
various number of degrees of freedom and types of kinematic con-
straints across different gait patterns.

straint gradient. However, we observe a few contradicting values in
Table 6.2. For example, in the case of flying trot, while it takes 30.462s

for the computation in the case ofx, y, z, φ, θ, ψ optimization with kine-
matic constraint affecting z motion compared to 19.944s while z, θ, ψ
components are affected by the kinematic constraint. This could be
due to the added difficulty in computing a kinematically valid motion
plan for flying trot by only modifying the z component compared to
when the gradient affects z, θ, ψ. Further, we observe the computa-
tional time increasing for flying trot if the constraint gradient affects
all degreed of freedom, which indicates that it is unnecessary to have
the gradient having non zero components for x, y and φ.

We also observe that the amount of time taken to compute the mo-
tion plan varies based on the gait pattern used for locomotion. This
is due to the fact that depending on the number of contact points re-
quired at every phase of a gait pattern, the number of ZMP constraints
will vary. This is due to the variation in the number of edges depend-
ing on the number of contact points required by the gait pattern.

In Table 6.3, the number of inequality constraints before and after
adding the kinematic constraints are tabulated for various gait pat-
terns. It can be seen that the number of kinematic inequality con-
straints varies based on the gait pattern that is being used. The num-
ber of kinematic constraints increases with the number of splines used
for parameterizing the motion plan for a particular gait pattern. Not-
ing the very large number of kinematic inequality constraints added,
it might be sensible to reduce the number of kinematic constraints
added by constraining only a limited number of interleaved samples
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Optimization DoF = x, y, z, ψ, θ, φ

Gait τ # of QP # of SQP # of Kinematic Total # of SQP
Static walk 1.7 135 136 328 464
Static walk - no stance 1.4 123 111 296 407
Trot 0.9 111 132 264 396
Running trot 0.65 105 124 248 372
Pace 1.1 324 416 832 1248
Running pace 0.60 324 416 832 1248

Table 6.3: Optimization horizon τ , the number of QP inequality
constraints, SQP inequality constraints excluding the SQP kinematic
constraints, kinematic constraints and the total number of SQP con-
straints across various different gait patterns for optimization DoFs=

x, y, z, ψ, θ, φ.

on the splines.
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6.2 Experiments

The proposed methods were tested on a torque controlled quadrupedal
robot developed at the Robotics Systems Laboratory at ETH Zurich,
AnyMal. The control algorithms were written in C++ and run on a
computer running Ubuntu 16.04 with Robot Operating System (ROS)
used as a middleware for communication between the operator and
the robot.

We successfully evaluated the foothold optimization using static
walk and trotting over a step whereas the CoM motion plan opti-
mization with kinematic constraints along with the new terrain op-
timized foothold optimization was validated by traversing the robot
over a step using dynamic lateral walk and trotting gait patterns. Since
we faced issues with the map drifting during locomotion with dy-
namic gaits such as trot, dynamic walk etc., later tests were carried
out with LiDAR-based localization for avoiding such drifts. Further,
this avoided false unsafe terrain detection in the fused terrain map to
a certain extent.

6.2.1 Foothold Optimization

Terrain perception was integrated into the foothold optimization frame-
work as detailed in Chapter 3. The objectives for foothold optimization
remains similar to the existing inverted pendulum based foothold op-
timization framework until an unsafe terrain location is detected in the
elevation map along a line from the current foot position to the desired
inverted pendulum based foothold location. The foothold objective is
replaced with the terrain adapted foothold objective only when such
an unsafe terrain location is detected.

In Fig. 6.1, snapshots from an experiment where the robot trots
over a step is presented. In this experiment a user steers the robot
towards the step without any LiDAR based localization. From this fig-
ure, it can be seen that the robot avoids planning steps close to the ter-
rain edge location due to terrain avoidance objective in Eq. 3.5. Once
the robot is closer to the terrain edge, it can be seen that the robot plans
a safe foothold over the terrain edge due to the effect of the objective
in Eq. 3.6.

In Figure 6.2, snapshots from an experiment where the robot stat-
ically walks over a slanted step is visualized. It can be seen that the
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Figure 6.1: AnyMal trotting over a step using the terrain adapted
foothold optimization framework.

Figure 6.2: AnyMal performing static walk gait over a slanted step
using the terrain adapted foothold optimization framework.
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hind legs of the robot avoid getting close to the terrain using the ter-
rain optimized foothold optimization framework. However, during
tests on the robot, we observed that the foothold generation technique
does not perform well in cases of highly rough terrain with numerous
unsafe locations. Although safe footholds are planned even in this sce-
nario, the robot was observed to become unstable, leading to failure of
the robot.

In Fig. 6.3, the footholds for the right forefoot computed using the
linear inverted pendulum model and its terrain adapted model are
plotted. From the x vs time plot, it can be seen that terrain adapta-
tion leads to a fast motion in desired foothold location when it is close
to an edge. In this case,the the step begins at x = 0.95m and ends at
x = 1.9m. During the test, the right forefoot climbs up the terrain at
t = 13.5s and climbs down at t = 17.8s. However, unreliable mapping
of the environment when the robot climbs down the step causes erro-
neous elevation measurements in the terrain map. This can be seen
to cause high variation in perceived height of terrain(z) even for very
slight variations in its 2D position in x and y. This combined with con-
tinuous re-planning of the swing trajectory for the perceived height
leads to the foot to wobble leading to instability of the robot.
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Figure 6.3: Evolution of inverted pendulum and terrain adapted
footholds while the robot trots over a step of height 14cms.
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6.2.2 CoM Motion Optimization

The sequence of images in Fig. 6.4 shows the robot traversing the step
using a dynamic walking gait pattern with the new kinematic con-
straints. During this experiment, kinematic constraint gradient affects
only the z, θandψ-DoFs. It can be seen that the robot plans footholds
away from the terrain edge and safely locomotes over the wooden
steps. As the robot climbs down the step, the footholds can be seen
to be computed using the inverted pendulum model. Further, it can
also be seen that the robot’s body elevates such that the kinematic lim-
its are not violated while climbing up the step. Further, the robot leans
down while climbing down the step for the same reason. This val-
idates that the kinematic constraints helps in computing a modified
kinematically valid CoM motion plan for the robot body. It was ob-
served that the major contribution towards this modification happens
along the z-DoF. This could be happening due to the different units of
measurement of linear DoFs (x, y, z) and angular DoFs (φ, θ, ψ).

In Fig. 6.5, the center of mass position as AnyMal trots over a step
of height 14cms is plotted. We observe no sudden variations in the x
and y positions of the CoM. However, the z component can be seen
to be varying due to the perceived height of the terrain. Further, from
Fig. 6.6, it can be seen that the constraints lead to modifications in the
desired pitch and roll angles of the robot base. However, we observe
that poor tracking of pitch motion which could be due to poorly tuned
control parameters. A closer look at the pitch and roll angles close to
climb up (t 14.2s) and climb down (t 17.8s) shows that the required
modifications in roll and pitch at these instances are similar but in op-
posite direction.

Further, we plot fig. 6.7 to validate that the hip to foot Euclidean
norm remains within bounds during the entire motion. From this plot,
it can be seen that during the entire motion, the hip to foot norm re-
mains within the set kinematic limits.
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Figure 6.4: AnyMal performing dynamic lateral walk gait over a step
using the terrain adapted foothold optimization framework and the
kinematic constraints for CoM motion optimization.
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Figure 6.5: Evolution of center of mass(CoM) position in x, y, z while
the robot trots over a step of height 14cms.
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Figure 6.6: Evolution of the base orientation as a result of the CoM
optimization while the robot trots over a step of height 14cms.
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Figure 6.7: Hip to foot norm while the robot trots over a step of height
14cms



Chapter 7

Conclusion

In this work, we integrated terrain perception into a ZMP-based mo-
tion optimization framework in an effort to enable dynamic locomo-
tion of quadrupedal robots over rough terrain. Integrating terrain per-
ception into foothold optimization framework enabled adaptation of
inverted pendulum based model such that footholds are not planned
close to unsafe terrain locations. Modifying the torso orientation such
that the roll motion of the approximated terrain plane increases the sta-
bility of the robot while locomoting over rugged terrain. We showed
that adding kinematic constraints to the CoM motion optimization
framework ensures stable and kinematically valid motion plan for the
entire stride during quadruped locomotion. Finally, we corrected the
computation of contact force limits in Whole Body Controller using
measured terrain normals to ensure accurate contact force computa-
tion while traversing highly rugged terrain.

The proposed methods were tested on hardware and in simulation
to validate its effectiveness in enabling stable and dynamic locomo-
tion of quadrupeds over rugged terrain configurations. Although the
computational time increased as an effect of adding terrain perception
at various stages of the locomotion controller, it was fast enough for
real-time foothold generation and motion planning.

However, it was observed that terrain map is highly sensitive to
the quality of state estimation and synchronization of the range sen-
sor. This has lead to more instances of failure during hardware tests
compared to smooth performance observed in simulation. Since, the
number of slack variables required to relax kinematic constraints, the
weight of the gradient matrix etc., haven’t been tuned, we may require
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to test the approach extensively to find out parameters that would
work the best on real hardware.

7.1 Future Work

The foothold generation method introduced in this work is a local
method and may not produce desirable foothold locations over highly
rugged terrain configurations. Therefore, it is required to focus on in-
troducing a global foothold generation technique by segmenting the
terrain into feasible and infeasible regions and performing a mixed in-
teger optimization to decide the globally optimum foothold location.
It may increase the computational performance if we add the Hessian
of the constraint into the SQP optimization framework. Further, it may
be desirable to add a path regularizer trajectory for the orientation
DoFs such that the robot body will go back to a regularized position
after heeding to the kinematic constraints.
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Appendix A

Rotation Matrices

Using the Rodrigue’s formula, the rotation matrixR(n, φ) correspond-
ing to the rotation about a unit-length axis n by an angle φ can be rep-
resented as [1] [6]:

Rn(φ) = R(n, φ) = cos(φ)I3×3 +(1− cos(φ))nnT −sin(φ)S(n). (A.1)

Further, given a sequence of Tait-Byran Euler ZYX angles (Φ) corre-
sponding to a successive rotations by yaw(φ), pitch(θ) and roll(ψ) an-
gles with respect to a fixed inertial frame I , the resultant rotation can
be computed as,

R(n,Φ) = RIB(Φ) = Rz(φ)Ry(θ)Rx(ψ) (A.2)

where, B is the rotated frame.
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A.1 Partial Differentiation of Rotation Matrix

Now, the partial derivative of the rotation matrix with respect to angle
φ can be computed as:

∂R(n, φ)

∂φ
= −sin(φ)I3×3 + sin(φ)nnT − cos(n)S(n)

= sin(φ)(−I3×3 + nnT )︸ ︷︷ ︸
S(n)S(n)

− cos(φ)S(n)

= −cos(φ)S(n)− (1− cos(φ))S(n)n︸ ︷︷ ︸
0

nT + sin(φ)S(n)S(n)

= −S(n)(cos(φ)I3×3 + (1− cos(φ))nnT − sin(φ)S(n))︸ ︷︷ ︸
R(n,φ)

= −S(n)R(n, φ) = R(n, φ)S(n)

(A.3)

Using Eq. A.2, we can compute the partial derivate of the rotation
matrixR(n,Φ) with respect to Euler angles Φ = [φ, θ, ψ] ∈ R3 as

R(n,Φ) =

{
∂R(n,Φ)

∂φ
,
∂R(n,Φ)

∂θ
,
∂R(n,Φ)

∂ψ

}

=


∂Rz(φ)
∂φ

Ry(θ)Rx(ψ)

Rz(φ)∂Ry(θ)
∂θ

Rx(ψ)

Rz(φ)Ry(θ)
∂Rx(ψ)
∂ψ

=


S(1φ)Rz(φ)Ry(θ)Rx(ψ)

Rz(φ)S(1θ)Ry(θ)Rx(ψ)

Rz(φ)Ry(θ)S(1ψ)Rx(ψ)

(A.4)

where,

S(1ψ) =

0 −1 0

1 0 0

0 0 0

 S(1θ) =

 0 0 1

0 0 0

−1 0 0

 S(1φ) =

0 0 0

0 0 −1

0 1 0


(A.5)
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